
    
Will there be less or more change 

in the future?  
 

The world and business conditions are changing in an ever increasing 
tempo. We can choose to adapt and thrive, or we can stagnate. 

This change program offer ample cutting edge knowledge and tools to 
accelerate the personal growth of the motivated leader.  

You may be an entrepreneur, manager or an employee. Perhaps you 
are a leader within a non-profit organization or leading a youth team 

and carry a desire to improve your leadership abilities.  

Perhaps you aim to be any of the above. 

 

Most people have much more potential than they use.                               
We can do better than we do right now, but we often do not. 

The core of this change program is to bridge the gap between what we 
know and what we actually do, by increasing awareness and 

establishing new more successful habits. 

Small continuous changes over time will result in large lasting impact.

THIS COURSE IS FOR YOU PERSONALLY if you 
want to learn how to reach your goals,  

easier, faster and happier. 
 

Do you want work on any of these below? 
• Perform better results without significantly increasing effort 

• Feel better about yourself and your work 
• Take more responsibility 

• Get more confidence 
• Have fun at work 

• Succeed more 

THIS COURSE IS FOR YOU AS A LEADER if you 
want to improve your results in a lasting way. 

 
Do you want work on any of these below? 

• Inspire employees to improve performance regularly 
• Include new areas of expertise, easier 

• Get more self-sufficient staff 
• Improve communication 

• Increase creativity 
• Increase quality 
• Improve sales 
• Reduce costs 
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Personal Leadership for Goal Achievers 

 

WHAT IS IT? 
This is a program in personal development with 
focus on personal leadership. The goal is to get 
better understanding and insights into how we 
and our mind-body interact with our results. 
You get tools to become a more efficient leader 
and co-worker in an environment with constant 
change. 

 
 

WHEN? 
 

Start: On request. 
Duration: 9 weekly/bi-weekly modules of 1,5-2 
hours in group. 1 individual coaching session. 
Follow up meeting 6 months after. 
Place: Stockholm area, Sweden. 
Your investment: 9 600 SEK, excl. VAT. 
 

CONTACT US NOW! 
Email:  
Sara@GoldenOpportunity.se 
 
Language: Facilitation is held in Swedish or 
English depending on participants. Program 
material (Audios and workbook is in English.  
 

 
 

 
 

Sara has more than 25 years of international 
experience in telecommunications (12+ years 
at Ericsson), IT and finance, both in the private 
and public sector. She brings a vast experience 
of managing and developing people, already 
since her first job as an entrepreneur at 15. Her 
responsibilities have been of commercial, 
technical as well as operational in nature. 

Education: M.Sc. in Computer Science and 
Engineering, Certified IT Architect, Certified 
LifeSuccess Consultant as well as Certified 
Advanced MET practitioner. 

Golden Opportunity works in cooperation with 
over 1000 life success consultants worldwide. 
We offer coaching, change programs and 
inspirational seminars.  Sara is also Associate 
Partner with Change of Lane, who has  access 
to 45+ other change management consultants, 
and over 70 000+ IT and Telecom resources. 
 

www.GoldenOpportunity.se 

 

Facilitator: The program will 
be facilitated by Sara Bern. 
Sara's passion is helping 
people become, be and do 
more of what they truly 
want. 

http://www.goldenopportunity.se/
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You will learn:  

 You'll learn what all successful people 

have in common. 

  You'll learn what the most common 

error is that keeps people from 

succeeding - and how you can avoid 

doing so. 

 You'll gain insight in the current 

scientific status behind this knowledge.  

 You'll understand how your powerful paradigm was created. Paradigm is what you habitually do, 

think and feel when you are not aware of it. It´s your autopilot. 

 You'll understand how to communicate with it, to get the results you want. 

 You'll even learn to how to reprogram it to suit your current goals better. 

 You'll learn what happens when you leave your comfort zone and how to handle it efficiently. 

 You'll start to establish new success habits. 

 You'll also learn how you can add that extra turbo to achieving goals by using ancient yet 

ultramodern tools that can effectively reduce and even eliminate personal barriers to change. 

This way you get your autopilot to work more efficiently in your favor.  

You begin to appreciate, or even like what you have to do, and has forced yourself to do earlier.  

You become friend with your inner autopilot! You become a truly powerful agile team, influential in any 
environment! 

 

If you listen to your heart, you will know if you need this. 

Make a decision and 

Contact us now! 

 

 

A very rewarding course! 

"Becoming a Goal Achiever was for me very rewarding course where I learned to put 

goals, prioritize, get to know myself and to be sure, both private and professional.  

My business increased by 25%. I had to buy more vehicles to meet the increased demand.  

 

How I shall develop my company is now very clear to me. Much thanks to the course I attended.   It has 

become like: All I do unconsciously becomes good. It's only afterwards I reflect on why. " 

 

Tommy Jörgenssen, Lito Transportation Stockholm 

 

Embracing change... 

 
 

...is a lot easier with proper education! 

“Sara delivers practical coaching that leads ahead.  

She adapts it to suit the situation and makes sure that you are working on 

several "octaves" at the same time - it has an effect on both the area and 

in adjacent areas. I can truly recommend her. “ 

 

Fredrik Arvas, a national expert on self-employment,  

Arvas International AB, commenting Sara's executive coaching 

 

Personal Leadership for Goal Achievers 
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Content of the program 

 

This gives a brief overview of the modules in the program which is facilitated by Sara Bern. 

Kickoff 
Overview of the program. Get the material. Getting to know each other in the group. 

Goal setting versus Goal Achieving 
You learn the fundamental difference between Goal Setting and Goal Achieving. Why it is so difficult to bridge the 

knowing doing gap.  

Mind – Body – Results interaction 
A powerful model for understanding how your mind and body interact to cause your results. With this blueprint you 

are able to purposely influence your habits.  

Trample the Terror Barrier and Step Forward Into Growth 
What self image is and its relation to your habits and results, both individually and as a team. The enabling and 

limiting force of habits. What happens when leaving the comfort zone? How to get through the discomfort when 

establishing new successful behaviors and habits. 

Expansion of Goals Beyond Belief  and Decision making  
You learn how to formulate inspiring goals and how to find alignment between overall company vision/goals and 

individual goals. Risk taking and decision making.  

Test your goal - Is it G.R.E.A.T ? 
Test your goal. Is it a great goal? How to get the wheels rolling. Enabling resources/factors for action. Intro to 

autosuggestions.  

Imagineering 
Conscious mental training to reach your goal quicker and easier. The common denominator of success. Success 

habits.  

Transcend limiting beliefs 
Visual and auditory subliminals: MindMovies and subliminal audios. The power of intention.  

Empower your magnet 
The most important personal attitude aspects of a goal achiever. How to stay in the mood of a Goal Achiever on a 

continuous basis. How to continue developing forwards. Efficient networking. Create partnership for lasting change.  

 

 
 

 

In addition to the above weekly modules you will also get: 

 1 individual coaching session, to help you pin point your goal ambition. 

 6 months after the program, we will meet jointly for a follow up.  

 

 

Personal Leadership for Goal Achievers 
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